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Executive Summary.
Modern Human worked in partnership with Tesco Bank’s Design Practice
to redesign customer services using design thinking. Most organisations
are looking to automate customer service and reduce human contact
but Tesco Bank worked with Modern Human to take a di erent approach.
Together, we set out to understand the value that human customer
service provides and the points in the customer experience where
human contact makes a real di erence. Understanding this enabled us to
design the right colleague experience for customer service
representatives: a colleague experience that empowers them to provide
meaningful moments of human interaction.
Working in partnership with the Tesco Bank
team, Modern Human completed a holistic
redesign of customer services: the physical
environment of the contact centre, the culture
and practices, and the systems and tools.
Modern Human codesigned with the Bank’s
customer service representatives, prioritised
interventions and…
1. Redesigned the physical environment within
the contact centre to optimise productivity
and colleague wellbeing;
2. Designed the contact centre oors as a
series of ‘neighbourhoods’ so that teams
could work together most e ectively;
3. Reduced noise through a range of acoustic
interventions;
4. Designed new break spaces to help
colleagues re-energise and support their
productivity and wellbeing;
5. Created exible shift patterns and breaks
to best cater for colleagues’ work-life
balance and reduce their stress levels;
6. Designed a measurement framework for
customer services that better re ected the
value, rather than simply the cost of human
customer service;

7. Created and initiated new rituals at the
start and end of shift to better
communicate important news instead of
relying on email;
8. Reduced cognitive load through a new
colleague desktop concept to simplify signon and provide a single view of the
customer.
This holistic approach to improving customer
service has had measurable and demonstrable
impact, including:
• [REDACTED CONFIDENTIAL DATA]
These impressive statistics only hint at the
signi cant qualitative impacts of the work. For
example, a reduction in colleague error rate
has eliminated the root cause of many
complaints and reduced the likelihood of
further complication of an existing complaint
or issue. Customer complaints are used as a
source for continuous improvement and the
service centre sta feel even more empowered
as the frontline of Tesco Bank’s customer
experience to drive retention rates and
customer satisfaction.
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Context and Overview.

Outline of project brief.
Tesco Bank’s original brief set out three business objectives:
1. To understand the role that human contact plays in an outstanding customer experience.
2. To establish the role of colleagues in the Service Centre in providing an outstanding
customer experience.
3. To provide the conditions needed in the Service Centre to enable colleagues to deliver the
intended experience.

Modern Human worked very closely with the
Tesco Bank Design Team to explore and
uncover the organisation’s underlying business
challenge. It was two-fold:
1. They wanted to create a di erentiated
customer experience that creates
customer loyalty for the Bank and wider
Tesco Group whilst balancing the cost
e ciencies of self-service customer
channels. Generally speaking, the banking
industry has long been moving towards selfservice online and in Apps because human
customer service is relatively expensive and
customers often prefer self-service
channels. Tesco Bank really wanted to
understand the value of human customer
service interaction and when it should be
used for greatest positive impact for
customers.
2. Tesco Bank wanted to create a colleague
experience that retained [REDACTED
CONFIDENTIAL DATA] sta and enable them
to do the very best job they could.
[REDACTED CONFIDENTIAL DATA]
The challenge would involve both service
design and environmental design to arrive at
the optimal solution.
Modern Human has developed a very close
relationship with the Tesco Bank Design Team.
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Both agency and client are comfortable with
projects starting with an open scope and
allowing the discovery process to inform the
direction and ultimate deliverables. This
approach of setting business goals for a project
and allowing a multidisciplinary team
comprised of client and agency sta to
establish the direction, communicate it to
executive stakeholders to gain their support
and then move forward with piloting design
interventions is a good sign of a mature client
who knows how to use design strategically.
In this project Modern Human worked very
closely with the Tesco Bank team, conducting
design research together, using the design skills
of both partners to identify the factors that
would make the most di erence to customer
experience, planning design interventions in
the colleague experience and then piloting
them with colleagues.

Initially the scope was:
1. Service design
2. UX design of internal systems
3. Environment design of 2 contact
centres totalling 21,000 sq. meters
for almost 3,000 sta
4. Business Design: Operating model
for the contact centre
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Every study Modern Human has made of
workplaces, including previous work for Tesco
Bank, has consistently identi ed three key
elements of employee experience that
signi cantly contribute to the target customer
experience. These factors are: the culture and
practices within the client organisation; the
systems and tools that colleagues are given and
the physical environment they inhabit. The
purpose or mission of the organisation should
drive the design of all of these factors. We
structured our response to the Tesco Bank’s
brief around addressing these four elements
holistically using a combination of design
thinking, service design and environment
design.
In order to inform the strategic thinking and the
design that would follow, we set about
ethnographic research to uncover and
understand the real needs of colleagues in the
service centre. We shadowed colleagues at
work, seeing their processes, systems,
workarounds and culture, we listened to
customer calls and complaints and used diary
studies to understand the pressures and issues
they faced at work and at home to get a full
picture of their lives. To dive deeper into
customer interactions, we completed over 400
case reviews and examined speci c
complaints; listening to the customer
complaint, talking to the colleague who
handled the complaint and talking to the
customer who made the complaint. This
approach gave us a 360- degree view of the
customer services operation and enabled us to
rethink the role of the customer service
representative, the customer service centre
and how customer service works.
The insights from this ethnographic research
allowed us to recast the brief into 4 creative
territories and address underlying challenges
for the Bank. Those creative territories focused
on:
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The customer experience of 'human
contact'. The customer experience focused
on identifying situations where human
interaction adds value, then making that
experience as high-quality as possible for
customers. That meant using technology to
remove interactions where customers do not
want to contact Tesco Bank; as well as creating
a smooth, joined up experience for customers
when they do make contact with the Bank.
The day-to-day colleague experience. To help
colleagues deliver the best customer
experience, the psychological and cognitive
needs of colleagues had to be looked after. The
colleague experience needed to enable
colleagues to build, maintain and manage their
energy day-by-day and throughout the shift
cycle; being able to re ect on their energy
levels and to re-energise when needed. This
helped colleagues to better handle the tasks
and strain of their jobs. The colleague
experience also needed to enable colleagues
to more easily deliver relationship-driven
customer experience by satisfying the
knowledge needs of colleagues (before, during
and after calls) and improving tools, processes
and practices to enable more e ective work.
Capability and culture. To deliver a highquality, relationship-driven customer
experience we needed to make sure contact
centre colleagues have the capability,
resources and information to make knowledgebased decisions. They could also play a more
central role in the design of customer
experiences within the Bank.
The physical environment. To help colleagues
deliver the best customer experience, the
physical environment had to minimise the
impact of stressors and distractions, create
comfort and ease, improve environmental
control and provide a sense of connection to
Tesco. Throughout this project, the
physiological and practical needs of colleagues
had to be taken into account.
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Description.

Using these 4 creative territories as a starting point we worked closely [REDACTED
CONFIDENTIAL DATA] to design and plan a series of interventions to realign the colleague
experience to the target customer experience. This involved a 360-degree examination
and redesign of customer services: the physical environment of the contact centre, the
culture and practices within the contact centre, and the systems and tools.
It included:
1. Redesigning the physical environment within the contact centre to improve
productivity and colleague wellbeing;
2. Redesigning the contact centre oors as a series of ‘neighbourhoods’ so that teams
could work e ectively together;
3. Reducing noise through a range of acoustic interventions;
4. Designing new break spaces to help colleagues re-energise and support their
productivity and wellbeing;
5. Creating exible shift patterns and breaks to improve colleagues’ work-life balance and
reduce their stress levels;
6. Designing a measurement framework for customer service that better re ected the
value, rather than simply the cost of human customer service;
7. Creating and initiating new rituals at the start and end of shifts to better communicate
important news instead of relying on email;
8. Reducing cognitive load through a new colleague desktop concept that simpli ed signon and provided a single view of the customer.

As an independent design practice, Modern
Human worked very closely with Tesco Bank’s
own design practice and their Head of Service
Design. For this project, the day-to-day team
also incorporated a member of the people
team and 3 subject matter experts from Tesco
Bank’s Customer Service operation, including a
customer service manager and two customerfacing customer service colleagues.
Tesco Bank also convened a Steering Group
that comprised the Customer Service Director,
Chief Operating O cer (COO), Head of
Colleague Experience, Chief People O cer and
Director of Marketing and Customer Strategy.
This Steering Group provided senior oversight
and direction to the project.

The design interventions were driven by insight
from ethnographic design research in the
contact centre with colleagues. We shadowed
colleagues at work, seeing their processes,
systems, workarounds and culture. We listened
to customer calls and complaints and used
diary studies to understand the pressures and
issues they faced at work and get a full picture
of their lives at work and beyond. To dive
deeper into customer interactions, we
completed over 400 case reviews and
examined speci c complaints; listening to the
customer complaint, talking to the colleague
who handled the complaint and talking to the
customer who made the complaint. This
approach gave us a 360 degree view of the
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operation and enabled us to rethink the role of
the customer service representative, the
customer service centre and how customer
service works.
We also conducted a series of codesign
workshops with colleagues throughout the
project to involve them in the redesign of their
colleague experience.

Key facts.
[REDACTED CONFIDENTIAL DATA]
Launch date: 10 September 2019

About Tesco Bank.
-

5.3 million customer accounts
£6.6 billion in customer deposits
£7.3 billion in lending
UK based customer service centres
in Glasgow and Newcastle
- 3400 colleagues based in o ces in
Edinburgh, Glasgow and Newcastle
Tesco Bank’s goal is to help Tesco
shoppers to manage their money a little
better everyday. They’ve been around
since 1997 and today have more than 5
million customers across a range of
banking and insurance products.
Tesco Bank provides a range of nancial
services, including credit cards, loans,
savings accounts, insurance and travel
money.
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Results.

Business impact.

Impact on colleagues.

This holistic approach to improving customer
service has had measurable and demonstrable
impact for Tesco Bank, including:
• [REDACTED CONFIDENTIAL DATA]

The quantitative measures hint at the impact
that the project has had on colleagues:
• [REDACTED CONFIDENTIAL DATA]

These impressive statistics only hint at the
signi cant qualitative impacts of the work. For
example, a reduction in colleague error rate
has eliminated the root cause of many
complaints and reduced the likelihood of
further complication of an existing complaint
or issue. Furthermore it has supported a
culture in which customer complaints are used
as a source for continuous improvement and
the service centre sta feel more empowered
as the frontline of Tesco Bank’s customer
experience to drive retention rates and
customer satisfaction.

Colleagues said
“I use the new breakout spaces during
the shift if I want to get o the oor
because on a telephony oor it’s quite
noisy and there’s a lot going on. So it’s
nice now to have somewhere that is a bit
quieter where you can get away from all
the hubbub”
– Customer Service Representative
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On an individual level, the project has improved
the colleague experience for customer service
colleagues. Improvements include:
Reduced noise levels. When we initially
measured noise levels on the call oor, like
most contact centres it was as noisy as
someone doing the hoovering. We redesigned
call oors changing the interior architecture
using environmental design. We introduced
neighbourhoods, added walls and acoustic
dampening. One of the simplest changes we
made was giving all call agents two ear
headphones. This cut out background noise
and maximised their concentration on
customer calls.
Reduced cognitive load. The cognitive load
that colleagues were under was not just due to
noise. They had a plethora of complicated
systems making it analogous to trying to cook
dinner while helping your teenage child with
their maths homework. Together with Tesco
Bank designers Modern Human designed the
user experience of a new colleague desktop
concept that centralised all systems in a single
colleague desktop behind a single sign-in.
The nature of the job is stressful and
becoming more so. The digital transformation
of the Bank means that there are fewer people
calling with simple enquiries like transferring
money or making payments. Afterall, when was
the last time you used telephone banking? Most
customers use the App. That fundamentally
changes the nature of the day for customer
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Colleagues said
“I used to come in and sit and eat and
just leave again. If I was wanting to go
somewhere quiet, I’d maybe go down
into the canteen at night when it was
quiet and there was no one in there. It’s
much better now having a softer space
to sit in. It’s really bright round here, it
does feel relaxing and the colours are all
very relaxing. It makes a di erence
having that just o the telephony oor.
To sit in one of the higher back chairs to
catch up with a text, catch up with
social media or if I’ve got a book with
me, I’ll sit and read. It’s a more
conducive environment for doing that
now.”
– Customer Service Representative

Break spaces that re-energise colleagues.

Di erent styles of break space on di erent
oors.
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service representatives. It used to be that 1 call
in 10 was di cult. Now it is more like 1 in 2. That
means their job is getting materially harder.
Working together we performed the interior
design of new break spaces designed to allow
customer service colleagues to get away from
their desks, away from the call oor, make a
cup of tea, have a chat with a friend or just sit
quietly and read a book. Comfortable furniture
signals that the company cares about them.
The new environments make them feel valued
and the relaxed environment helps them reenergise, ready to tackle more complicated
customer issues.
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Work-life balance. Diary study and shadowing
demonstrated just how varied people’s
motivations for working in customer service
are. For some, working in the contact centre is
the start of their career: an opportunity to get
their foot in the door and work their way up.
For others it’s a stop gap while they study. For
others it’s a convenient job that they can t
around their life and their family. By introducing
more exible shifts we helped colleagues
achieve a better work-life balance and
supported diversity in the workforce.

Colleagues said:
“The exibility within the working day is magic.
I just think it’s putting the control back in our
hands.”
– Customer Service Representative
“I love it, It’s [Flexi shifts, breaks and lunches]
just amazing. Being autistic, it’s been really
di cult to have a good work-life balance
schedule. Time restraints and having the
adherence has been a really big pressure on
me… It has made a big di erence to my
con dence because I know that I am able to
take some time when I am struggling and that I
don’t have to batter through it. I can take a
few minutes break and I’m not sitting there
thinking ‘I need to go on another call. I can’t
do it’ and start panicking and worrying about
the knock on e ect it has on with every other
call. From that point of view, being able to
take that time to let me be me is a big thing… I
have more independence. I’m not having to
rely on my team leader or asking someone if
it’s ok to go and have a breather.”
– Customer Service Representative
“If you’ve had a tough call, it’s good that you
can take a break after that, doesn’t
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necessarily have to be the full 15 minutes. It
means you’re calm and back in the zone for
your next customer. Previously, you’d be
anxious going into your next one [call] and that
can get pent up, whereas now you can get up
and walk away with no impact on anything
else.”
– Customer Service Representative
“I’ve got 3 young kids and my husband works
away quite a lot so I can get up in the morning
and he can say ‘I’m ying out to Norway at 9
o’clock’ as happened last week and thought
‘my god, what am I going to do with childcare.’
So then I’d be chasing my tail all day thinking
I’m not going to get in for 9 o’clock. Whereas
now with these exible 8 hours, I can get in for
quarter past, I’ve got time to get them to
breakfast club and get in, get myself set and
ready for the day.”
– Customer Service Representative
”I su er sometimes with depression and
anxiety so this is working with my normal day
where can go and take 15 minutes go and chill
for a wee minute when I need it and it’s not
impacting on my work.”
– Customer Service Representative
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Impact on customers.

Strategic impact.

The quantitative measures are a good
indication as to how this project has had an
impact on the end-customer experience:
• [REDACTED CONFIDENTIAL DATA]

This project is part of a broader relationship
with Tesco Bank in which Modern Human has
helped establish design as a strategic activity
within the Bank. Over the course of this
relationship, together we have raised the
maturity of design within Tesco Bank and have
helped the design function operate more
strategically within the business. Initially design
was seen as an activity that was applied to user
interfaces at an appropriate stage in a
development process. Now, as a result of lots
of hard work on both sides, design is seen as a
strategic activity. Tesco Bank Design works with
the Tesco Bank’s executive committee to
rethink business concepts, create new product
propositions and solve strategic business
challenges. Now, the key focus is on the design
process in relation to the company’s vision,
purpose, desired business outcomes and
future role in the value chain. As a result of our
work together, design is seen as a route to
solve business problems.

More customers, getting better service is
leading to fewer complaints. Those complaints
that do come through are getting dealt with
faster. All of this leads to happier customers.
During call listening we picked up the following
customer who perfectly demonstrates the
impact the project has had:

Customers said
“I phoned up to complain but because
of how you’ve dealt with it, I really don’t
think I can. I mean I don’t need to
anymore. Thank you for sorting it out.”
– Tesco Bank Customer

Our combined Service Design work provided
new operating processes within customer
services. The project provided a framework for
measuring the value as well as the cost of
human customer service in order to support
more balanced business decision making.
Skilled customer service representatives
provide an opportunity to build stronger
customer relationships. In order to realise this
value colleagues were empowered to nurture
and grow customer relationships through
interactions in the moments that matter to
customers, rather than simply serving
customers in discreet moments of need.
Formalising and quantifying this role for human
contact within the customer experience
enables more realistic trade o s to be made
when something has gone wrong; an
opportunity to turn complainants into
advocates.
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This project examined the colleague
experience for customer service colleagues.
The thinking has proliferated through the
organisation and it is having a broad in uence
on the business. [REDACTED CONFIDENTIAL
DATA]
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